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ABSTRACT
Following a recent worldwide boom in the democratization of knowledge,
crowdsourcing and Participatory GIS, heritage practice increasingly draws
on crowdsourced geographical data. In this paper, I discuss a public
crowdsourcing of twentieth century conflict heritage in Finland,
launched by state-owned broadcasting company Yleisradio. Here
emphasis is on analysing the user behaviour and incentives, which can
inform analogous future initiatives. Many of the public entries mirror
local perspectives on conflict heritage: pride of personally important loci
and self-satisfaction appear to be important incentives for taking part.
Finally, I summarize themes that other heritage crowdsourcing








Citizen science and information democratization have enjoyed a worldwide boom, and, within them,
online content crowdsourcing is a constantly growing sub-field. Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) and spatial data form an integral part of this phenomenon, closely tied to the increasing use
of smartphones with user-friendly map-interfaces. OpenStreetMap® is one impressive example of
user-generated geographic content (www.openstreetmap.org). Crowdsourced geographic infor-
mation is increasingly applied in research and development, for example in environmental assess-
ments (Goodchild 2007; Pánek 2011), and lately cultural heritage crowdsourcing projects have also
been developed (Purser 2012; Ridge 2014).
Here I discuss conflict heritage crowdsourcing in Finland, based on public responses to a request
published in a news website of the state-administrated broadcasting company Yleisradio (Yleisradio
[YLE] 2014a). My analysis contributes to ongoing discussions on public participatory behaviour and
incentives, especially in cultural heritage. I will offer methods and recommendations for organizing
analogous community initiatives online, which is nowadays technically relatively straightforward.
First, I present the framework of Participatory GIS and crowdsourcing, after which I discuss the
status of conflict legacy in Finnish heritage management policy, and the news articles that formed
the basis of the YLE crowdsourcing. Then I examine user behaviour and motivations, reflect upon
the final YLE articles, and assess emerging themes based on spatial analyses and topic modelling.
The data also highlights public perceptions of conflict heritage which differ from the ‘authorised heri-
tage discourse’1 (Smith 2006), in this case the official state-managed view on heritage. Although in-
depth analyses of alternative ontologies are beyond the scope of this paper, I will touch upon these as
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they relate to participatory incentives. Finally, I summarize general concepts that appear borrowable
for organizing cultural heritage crowdsourcing.
Participatory GIS and crowdsourcing
Public Participatory Geographical Information Systems (PGIS) have developed as part of the ongoing
so-called Web 2.0 phenomenon of increasingly user-generated content (Goodchild 2007). PGIS refers
to participatory mapping or, more broadly, to participatory creation of geo-spatial information. It
closely relates to the emergence of citizen science and the democratization of knowledge, as utilized
and generated by non-experts (Hudson-Smith et al. 2009: 524). Information for PGIS can come from
various sources, including crowdsourcing (‘crowd’ + ‘outsourcing’, or information or ideas created by
a large group of people, typically online volunteers). Wikipedia is the most remarkable example of this
(www.wikipedia.org) because volunteer contributors create and maintain an online ‘encyclopedia’;
however, its democracy has been contested (Peterson 2013). Researchers increasingly apply web-
based crowdsourcing to research-related issues, including, for instance, community empowerment
(Pánek 2011). Heritage crowdsourcing projects have so far typically concentrated on intangible heri-
tage and collections-related tasks (Noordegraaf, Bartholomew, and Eveleigh 2014). Although heritage
workers have employed limited PGIS crowdsourcing, cases thus far appear promising (e.g. Council for
British Archaeology 2006; Field Expedition Mongolia 2012; Megalithic Portal 2016). The conflict legacy
data I discuss here represents another example.
Motivations to participate in crowdsourcing are manifold, personal and open to further scrutiny
(Haklay 2013). The following broad incentives have emerged in research: intellectual stimulation,
gaining personal reputation/social reward, personal/professional interest/advantage, and pride of
place (Coleman, Georgiadou and Labonte 2009; Raddick et al. 2010). A survey amongst OpenStreet-
Map® users in Finland shows that the last two motives are essential (Välimäki 2011). Participation in
crowdsourcing can also create cultural and social capital (Bourdieu 1986), including building reputation
within a user-community in a participatory economy (Lietsala and Sirkkunen 2008: 84). In cultural heri-
tage this ties closely with heritage ownership and cultural citizenship (Murzyn-Kupisz andDziałek 2013).
Some crowdsourcing projects have employed user-interface ‘gamification’ to motivate participants,
typically by creating online games to complete tasks (Eveleigh et al. 2013), which von Ahn and Dabbish
(2008: 58) describe as ‘games with a purpose’. For example, the Finnish National Library had a success-
ful gamification endeavour in 2011–2012 when, by participating in online games, over 110 000 partici-
pants corrected text identifications on digitized documents (Chrons and Sundell 2011). Critics have
recently questioned user-interface gamification (Bogost 2015), suggesting that differently motivated
people might have conflicting expectations from the games: some enjoy leisurely fun, while others
expect scientific context for their tasks (Randall 2015). However, critics have yet to recommend alterna-
tives for triggering online participation, especially for more time-consuming assignments.
National context and Yleisradio conflict heritage crowdsourcing
Yleisradio (YLE) has lately developed data-journalism2 and also opened their data for research and
commercial purposes. Generally, Finns are fascinated by their war history, especially by the Second
World War (WWII), which forms an integral part of the acknowledged national narrative (Kivimäki
2012). However, despite public interest, most 20th-century conflict heritage in Finland lacks official
status. The Finnish Antiquities Act protects ‘Ancient monuments’ (Fi.: ‘muinaismuisto’) as maintained
by the National Board of Antiquities (NBA). The NBA has only recently started to acknowledge the
importance of twentieth century material heritage, whilst the public has also increasingly become
interested in more recent sites (Enqvist 2014; Seitsonen and Herva 2011; Thomas, Seitsonen, and
Herva 2016). The NBA recognizes selected First World War (WWI) and WWII sites as ‘Nationally impor-
tant built cultural environments’ (Fi.: ‘valtakunnallisesti merkittävät rakennetut kulttuuriympäristöt’),




































are typically defensive structures, and include trenches and bunkers related to the national narrative
of WWII, such as the so-called Salpa Line defences along the eastern border (Lagerstedt 2012).
However some stakeholders, most importantly the state-owned forest administration agency Metsä-
hallitus, have decided to recognize all heritage on their land regardless of age, including story sites
and sacred natural localities (Taivainen 2013). The NBA classifies these sites into a recently added
vague category of ‘other cultural heritage site’ (Fi.: ‘muu kulttuuriperintökohde’), ‘resembling’ official
heritage, but not protected by the Antiquities Act. Enqvist (2014) has noted the necessity for funda-
mental re-evaluation of the roles and definitions of protected heritage in Finland, and called for a
multi-vocal ‘democratized heritage discourse’. I argue here that PGIS and crowdsourcing could
offer potential avenues for advancing this discourse, if developed further.
The conflict heritage crowdsourcing I discuss here was initiated by an YLE website article: ‘Mark on
themap –Where are the wars of Finland visible?’ (YLE 2014a; my translations from Finnish). YLE’s motiv-
ation for launching their crowdsourcing was to compile a miniseries of articles based on user-generated
content. The introductory article started with a quote, ‘History is everywhere’, from Lauri Haavisto of the
Finnish War Museum (YLE 2014a). Then YLE journalists recapped the variety of conflict sites beyond the
battlegrounds, mentioning that WWII sites are located throughout the country although most of the
battlefields lie east of the modern border, and suggesting caution due to unexploded ordnance
(UXO) still found in the landscape. An interactive Google Maps-based user-interface accompanied
the article (Figure 1). Participatory users could easily mark their point(s) of interest (I use POI here as
both singular and plural), write descriptions, attach photographs, or leave replies. Markings in the con-
flict site database (CSDB) are anonymous and YLE did not record any identifying information about indi-
vidual users. For analysis and quotation purposes, I translated database entries into English.
Crowdsourcing behaviour in the CSDB
Understanding and anticipating user behaviour and incentives is imperative when planning crowd-
sourcing projects and assessing their utility. For instance, user reachability has an obvious effect on
Figure 1. Top: YLE PGIS user-interface; bottom left: data entries by the hour, publication dates of the related YLE news articles
shown below the axis; bottom right: data entries by the hour of day (illustration: O. Seitsonen 2015).



































the success of any crowdsourcing effort. Based on the international Digital News Report (DNR), news
websites offer an excellent forum for reaching wide audiences in Finland, and online media is today
the most widely utilized news source (Reunanen 2015: 3). YLE has been in the five top ranking online
media in Finland since 2005 (Saikkonen and Häkämies 2014: 21, 28) and its website reaches about 40
per cent of Finland’s adult population (Reunanen 2015: 27), i.e. 1.5–2 million readers weekly (TNS
Gallup 2015).
The CSDB records the time of participant entries on the map, allowing closer scrutiny of the
process (Figure 1; Supplementary Material 1–2). YLE posted their map on the morning of 31 July
2014, and entries appeared almost immediately. Almost 200 markings appeared from 11 am to
1 pm, and 50 per cent of nearly 2000 entries were made during the first 3 days. Each follow-up
article indicates increased user activity (Figure 1). The CSDB closed on 2 October 2014, but the
map has continued its life as a ‘ghost website’ where people occasionally mark POI, especially on
5 October 2014 with the publication of final YLE articles (YLE 2014b, 2014c).
Initially, markings appeared on the map every hour, concentrating around noon. This behavioural
pattern waned after 10 days, and later entries took place typically around noon, feasibly during the
lunch break, and in the early evening, after working hours (see Neis and Zipf 2012). The recorded
midday peak contradicts with the general Finnish online media activity pattern: news websites are
most actively visited in the early morning and their usage is lowest around noon (Reunanen 2015:
15–16). Mirrored against these DNR statistics, it seems clear that the participants visited the YLE
webpage deliberately to contribute to the crowdsourcing.
Contributors typically reacted when prompted by follow-up articles, often with short-term
engagement, apparently marking a few POI when they had free time. In the DNR survey nearly
half of the Finnish respondents reported that they respond to social media newsflashes or alerts
by email and SMS (short message service) (Reunanen 2015: 18). This reflects overall trends in crowd-
sourcing and in social media, where user activity is often dependent on media attention, social media
newsfeeds, and ‘news beeps’ as triggers (Causer and Wallace 2012; Chrons and Sundell 2011; Zarndt
2012).
The public marked 1738 separate POI on the map over 2 months. Several POI indicate numerous
sites, and replies described additional sites, so the overall number of localities is higher. Over 1100
entries attracted replies, typically more detailed descriptions, but also debates about terminology,
for example: ‘Not the War of Freedom, but the Civil War’3 (referring to the traumatic Finnish Civil
War of 1918). Others questioned the accuracy of entries: ‘Just a normal shooting range. Not
related to the Wars’.4 Participants attached photographs to 256 entries, showing mostly modern
views with visible structures such as bunkers, but some also posted wartime photographs to their
approximate locations5 (Figure 2).
Locational information of most entries is rough, perhaps owing to the generalized background
map: spatial analysis of a sample of identifiable localities showed that only around 10 per cent of
user POI were within 500 m of their actual location. However, this inaccuracy might reflect a deliber-
ate user-activity, since I found about a dozen people speculating in web-discussions whether marking
the exact sites made the map a guide for ‘treasure hunters’. In contrast, in Finland the NBA openly
publishes archaeological site locations, which suggests intriguing perspectives on the public percep-
tions of heritage ownership. Our research suggests that many enthusiastic locals see themselves as
custodians of their own past, feeling that the authorities often neglect it (especially in northern
Finland), and thus wish to control access and engagement with sites in their local landscape
(Herva et al. 2016).
Reflections on the final YLE article
YLE published their final news article based on the crowdsourcing project on 5 October under the




































‘… nearly two thousand observations and stories accumulated on the map’ and the article describes
the ‘… six most interesting …’ (YLE 2014c):
1. Toilet visit saved life
2. Unknown dog tag
3. Finnish concentration camps
4. May Day in Porkkala
5. ‘Brothers lost their fingers’
6. Prepared for hell
Five of these stories relate to WWII, which in the Finnish context roughly divides into four phases:
. 1939–1940 ‘Winter War’: a conflict between Finland and the Soviet Union;
. 1940–1941 ‘Intermediate Peace’: Finland granted Nazi Germany transit rights to occupied Norway;
. 1941–1944 ‘Continuation War’: Finland attacked the Soviet Union alongside Germany and became
a co-belligerent of Nazi Germany (de facto ally);
. 1944–1945 ‘Lapland War’: a cease-fire treaty between the Soviet Union and Finland demanded
Finns to drive out their former German allies, resulting in a Finno-German conflict.
Figure 2. Top: wartime photograph uploaded by a public user to the CSDB with the description: ‘Destroyed tank in the photograph
SA-kuva 26570 on the Enso Road in Jakola. Scenery with the buildings is still easily recognisable’ (original caption: ‘Russian tank has
driven into a mine’/photograph: A. Viitasalo/SA-Kuva 26570/Ensontie, Jakola/3.7.1941); bottom: modern view of the same place in
the Google Street View.



































Two of the stories above narrate the Winter War (#1–2), one the Continuation War (#3), and two the
post-WWII years, nonetheless closely tied to WWII (#4–5). The first post-WWII story (#4) reminisces
about the ‘lease area’ of Porkkala, occupied by the Soviet Union 1944–1956 near Helsinki, and the
other (#5) childhood games with UXO. Interestingly (from a tangible heritage perspective) one of
the stories (#2) deals with a metal detectorist’s find, mirroring the rise of this hobby in Finland (Maar-
anen 2016). Several entries mention metal detecting.6 The only exception to the emphasis on WWII-
era is a story connected to the Finnish Civil War (#6). This was a traumatic episode for the newly inde-
pendent state. Independence was declared in December 1917 and in January 1918 fighting broke out
between right-wing-minded White Guards, ultimately backed by an Imperial German expeditionary
force, and leftist Reds, supported by Red Russians. The frontlines and situation were by no means
clear-cut, and the Civil War resulted in long-lasting national tensions (e.g. Haapala and Hoppu
2009; Seitsonen and Kunnas 2009).
Following the POI, the YLE journalists concentrated on the twentieth century conflicts. However,
they apparently deliberately did not reproduce ‘gallant’WWII histories, but included more controver-
sial and difficult subjects, which mirror a minor yet exciting portion of the user entries. Stories (#3) and
(#6) are associated with atrocities or even war crimes that Finns committed. The Civil War story (#6)
narrates the so-called White-terror: executions and concentration camps of the defeated Red Guards
and their families after the war (Tikka 2009). The other story (#3) recalls the Finnish-run concentration
camps for ‘non-ethnic’ civilians in occupied Russian Eastern Karelia, 1941–1944, which confined
women, children and elderly and used them as forced labour under poor conditions (Laine 1982:
116). Only one of these camps is within Finland’s contemporary borders: the NBA recognizes the
camp as ‘other cultural heritage site/fortifications/trenches’, since part of the WWII Salpa Line
passes next to it (National Board of Antiquities [NBA] 2012a). Finnish-run concentration camps
remain a debated, under-researched topic (Laine 1982), and as such are analogous to the German-
run Prisoner-of-War (PoW) camps in Lapland in 1941–1945 (Westerlund 2008; see below). Both of
these are important (although complex, painful and understudied) themes of Finnish participation
in WWII, and merit greater awareness. It seems encouraging that the public has marked them in
the crowdsourcing.
Spatial coverage of the CSDB
Participatory user entries cover Finland and beyond: the POI farthest into modern-day Russian terri-
tory follow the south-eastern margin of the Continuation War front in 1941–1944 (Figure 3; Sup-
plementary Material 2). Spatial distribution leans towards the most populated areas in southern
Finland. Clusters associated with region-specific themes exist, such as the WWI fortification chain
around Helsinki, protected as an ‘ancient monument’ (Figure 3a:1; Lagerstedt 2014) and the WWII
Salpa Line in south-eastern Finland, partly recognized as ‘other cultural heritage sites’ by the NBA
(Figure 3a:2; Lagerstedt 2012).
However, as noted earlier, many POI contradict ‘authorised heritage discourse’ (Smith 2006)
themes in Finland, and emerge as locally important. For example, the substantial German presence
in the northern half of the country in 1940–1945 is conspicuous. The second densest concentration of
marked sites (Figure 3a:3) relates to German activities, and over 50 per cent of the POI in northern
Finland are affiliated with the Germans (Figure 3b). Of the three densest clusters in Figure 3a only
the northern German sites experienced notable military action. Helsinki fortifications saw sporadic
combat during the Civil War, whereas the Salpa Line was never used, although kept operational
throughout the Cold War (Lagerstedt 2012). The latter are well-preserved, conspicuous landmarks
in their local scenery. Conversely, practically all the German sites were demolished in 1944. Their
remains are typically imperceptible, ephemeral, and require expert local knowledge (Seitsonen
and Herva 2011).
In the later part of WWII, over 200 000 German soldiers and their prisoners were stationed in Fin-




































War (e.g. Ahto 1980), while the peaceful Finno-German co-existence in 1940–1944 (which gives a dis-
tinct character to Lapland’s tangible and intangible legacy) has had little recognition until recently
(Tuominen 2015). Despite the contradictory Waffenbrüder-cum-enemies status of the Germans, POI
related to Germans were not characterized as negative, which is also evident in interviews with
elderly people (Herva et al. 2016). The amount of German-related sites marked in the crowdsourcing
clearly demonstrate this period’s importance for the locals as part of their living communal legacy, yet
Figure 3. Top: spatial coverage of the CSDB, the Continuation War front shown as a dashed line; bottom: (a) Kernel Density Esti-
mation of CSDB entries (densest concentrations 1–3); (b) entries affiliated to nationalities in north and south; (c) ratio of the entries/
population (illustration: O. Seitsonen).



































currently the ruined military installations lack heritage status and are open prey for memorabilia
hunters (Thomas, Seitsonen, and Herva 2016). The post-war story (#5) of experiences with UXO
also recalls the central place of explosives and destruction as agents of communal remembrance
of WWII in Lapland (Seitsonen and Herva in press [2016]).
The spatial distribution of the entries, mirrored against the nation’s population reverses the north-
south contrast, and the thinly-populated northern and eastern parts of the country stand out
(Figure 3c). Based on insider knowledge and familiarity with the landscape, many users obviously
marked locations personally known and important to them. Pride of place (Coleman, Georgiadou
and Labonte 2009: 343–44) appears as a recognizable motivation for participating in the crowdsour-
cing. Since YLE collected no identifying user information, users had no direct personal gain, such as
building reputation or self-promotion. This suggests that self-satisfaction and building of indirect cul-
tural and social capital through community promotion were main user incentives (Olsson 2010).
Emergent themes based on topic modelling
I analysed emerging themes in the CSDB using topic modelling (an important method in digital
humanities7) for querying textual datasets. Topic models apply various algorithms to query under-
lying thematic structures (Schmidt 2012; Schreibman, Siemens, and Unsworth 2016). Detailed discus-
sion of topic modelling is beyond the limits of this paper, but I used it to group entries into various
thematic and temporal categories, and trying to separate the sole active users (based on geographic
location, time-stamp, and theme).
I also examined the trending and combinations of various themes throughout the crowdsourcing.
Even though there are no clear space-time trends, the neighbouring POI on analogous topics were
often marked temporally close to each other, probably by the same active users. Conversely,
entries made in some area or theme attracted later similar entries by other users. Chrons and
Sundell (2011), Causer and Wallace (2012), Bonacchi et al. (2014), and Noordegraaf, Bartholomew,
and Eveleigh (2014) have recorded that a handful of active users typically produce most of the con-
tents, following the Pareto principle, often called the ‘law of the vital few’ or ‘80–20 rule’. This is
evident in the CSDB based on the spatio-temporal distribution, phrasing, and themes of entries.
The final YLE articles (YLE 2014b, 2014c) mirrored the thematic and spatio-temporal composition
of user entries, although journalists chose to highlight provocative, anomalous, and ‘newsworthy’
subjects. In particular, as shown in Figure 4, the POI affiliated with the Russians and Germans
stand out. Russians have been profiled as the ‘archenemy’ of Finnish people since the turn of the
twentieth century as part of the constructed national story (Vihavainen 2013), which is also reflected
in the selected (often negative) user-phrasing. However, locals also remember WWII Soviet PoWs and
what happened to them, especially in northern Finland. More neutral user phrasing about Germans
relates to their close involvement in the Finnish Civil War (1918 stands out in the entries; Figure 4) and
in Lapland during WWII.
Simple defensive structures and battlefields form about one-third of the CSDB (686 POI; 319
related to WWII) (Figure 5). These are the kind of localities that the NBA recognizes as ‘nationally
important built cultural environments’; the Salpa Line is the only named military installation that
stands out. Temporally the WWII-era dominates the database, augmented by the original YLE
article. It is followed by the Civil War and themes related to the imprisonment, shooting and mass
graves of defeated Reds in its aftermath. Nearly two thirds of replies were posted to WWII-era POI,
followed by those to Civil War-era POI, suggesting the users saw these themes as worth debating
and detailing.
Over 300 entries relate to more controversial sites, typically based on local knowledge and folklore.
These include, for instance, imperceptible bombing sites in forests, shrapnel and bullet holes on
buildings, UXO find locations, and even ghost stories (Figure 5). A third of these relate to perceptibly
painful issues such as execution places, mass graves, internment camps, and contested Red-related




































way around: the Red-terror was sporadic and disorganized, whereas the White-terror took planned,
State-wide forms after the war (Tikka 2009).
Lastly, I highlight selected POI: although somewhat anecdotal, these illustrate the character of user
entries. Aside from the dominance of Civil War and WWII, older localities form less than one-fifth (18
per cent) of the CSDB (Figure 5). These range from Prehistoric sites, through the 1500s–1700s, to
Russian fortification efforts in the turn of twentieth century and WWI. POI related to earlier times
often reflect the local folklore and differ from the protected archaeological sites. Two notorious
periods of Finnish history stand out amongst these, namely the ‘Cudgel War’ (a defeated peasant
revolution of late 1500s), and the ‘Great Wrath’ (a catastrophic Russian occupation in the early
1700s). The former is spatially confined to the coastal Ostrobothian region, where most of the fighting
took place, and is still recalled in folklore and public commemorations. Entries associated with the
‘Great Wrath’ typically mark deaths of Russian soldiers, such as a ‘Russian Rock’, where according
to stories a Russian war band sank through the thin ice in 1712,8 or a locality where an obscure
carving on a rock is said to be related to a grave of Russian warlord.9 Communal memories charac-
teristically link distinctive historical sites with painful incidents (Fengqi 2009), no matter how fabri-
cated these links might be, and memories of disastrous incidents can live for centuries. For
instance, local communities often associate old, forgotten cemetery islands with visible grave pits
with burying Russian soldiers during the ‘Great Wrath’10 (Ruohonen 2005).
On a lighter side, one user felt it important to mark ‘Gustav’s piss stone’ on the map—a locality
where, according to a folktale, Swedish king Gustav III relieved himself in 1789.11 Stories of sites
where important people relieved themselves are relatively common in the Finnish countryside.
The NBA actually recognizes one as an ‘other cultural heritage site’, related to a visit by Swedish
Queen Lovisa Ulrika in 1752 (NBA 2012b). Many of the entries about the twentieth century also
have their roots in folklore.12 Local narratives provide interpretation and wider context to obscure
craters in the woods or holes in walls. An example of personalized, even familial ties is an entry
indicating a WWII battlefield in Lapland: ‘There is a bullet, shot by the Germans … embedded in a
bread skewer at my mother’s home … I used to think this was the first shot in the Lapland War’.13
Figure 4. Word cloud of frequencies of terms from user entries in the CSDB (illustration: O. Seitsonen).



































Folklore-based entries underline the importance of alternative views and ontologies to locals, and are
often contradictory to more hegemonic views (Waterton and Watson 2015). Ephemeral bombing
sites, shrapnel-ridden buildings, or execution places are not the kind of sites typically recognized
in heritage lists. However, intangible heritage behind the tangible remains is essential for people’s
sense of place and placemaking, and transforms obscure ruins from plain space into meaningful
and important localities (De Nardi 2014).
One of the most provocative and controversial POI connected to both intangible and tangible
heritage (and to alternative perspectives on archaeology) is at Lappeenranta Huhtiniemi in eastern
Finland. Early in the crowdsourcing, on 2 August, a user marked a POI at Huhtiniemi as follows:
‘Finnish soldiers slain by the Finns … kept clandestine and burials have possibly been moved’.
Another user reacted to this almost immediately: ‘Completely false information. This matter is
Figure 5. Top: frequencies of site types marked in the CSDB; colouring refers to the most common dating (as shown below) linked




































resolved, and there is no historical basis to claim that executed Finnish soldiers were buried at Huh-
tiniemi. Since the case is solved in the light of history, these propagandistic messages should be
removed’.14 The next day another user marked Huhtiniemi on the map, attempting to sort out the
confusion of the previous entries:
erroneous information. No Finnish soldiers murdered by Finns have been buried at this place… an old cemetery
of Russian soldiers from the Russian rule in the 1800s. It was thought for long that Finnish deserters had been
secretly buried at Huhtiniemi etc., but Etelä-Saimaa [a local newspaper] told the truth a few months ago.15
Huhtiniemi was the scene for Finland’s first forensic archaeological project in 2006–2007 (Seitso-
nen and Holappa 2011), as persistent rumours had circulated in Lappeenranta since WWII of illegiti-
mate mass-executions of Finnish deserters in 1944. Forensic studies showed indisputably that the
story was based on skulls encountered from a forgotten 1800s Russian military cemetery, inter-
mingled with recollections of the Civil War-era White-terror, and topped with the memory of the cat-
astrophic loss of the town of Vyborg, southeast of Lappeenranta, in 1944 (Lavento et al. 2007). This is
another example of how communal memory attributes material remains to important, tragic and
painful memory events. The re-appearance of Huhtiniemi tales reminds us vividly about the respon-
sibility of archaeologists towards the public (Taavitsainen 2012), to prevent the afterlife of repealed
stories like Huhtiniemi, in this case haunting an entire nation. The forensic excavations received
extensive public attention and media coverage, but it is clearly not enough that a research report
was placed in a public repository (Lavento et al. 2007). This has stirred up conspiracy theories and
alternative histories, for example in internet discussion forums (e.g. Agricola 2013). Communicating
with the public is underdeveloped in Finnish cultural heritage practice, although there are signs of
improvement (Enqvist 2014). Heritage professionals have an obvious responsibility to answer the
public demand for information on the past: otherwise there is room for conspiracy theories, such
as the Huhtiniemi case, or generating alternative histories (see Thomas 2015; Wilson 2012). An unfor-
tunate example of the latter is a recent popular, beautifully illustrated book ‘Hushed past’ (‘Vaiettu
muinaisuus’), described as ‘a summary of our country’s ancient history’ (Nieminen 2015), but
written by an ‘alternative’ history fanatic who opens his book promptly ‘verifying’ that the Ice Age
never happened. Distressingly, it is more popular at the public libraries than archaeology textbooks.
Final considerations
YLE’s conflict heritage crowdsourcing provides interesting examples of public user behaviour, incen-
tives and perspectives on Finnish conflict heritage. Based on the YLE dataset, there is no need to
develop gaming-platforms for crowdsourcing simple POI on a landscape level: other incentives
seem to provide enough enticement for marking sites on a web map, in itself a straightforward pro-
cedure which does not require much time. This kind of modest classification and volunteered com-
putation has been described as Level 1 engagement in citizen science (Raddick et al. 2010). However,
many users devoted time in writing detailed descriptions, attaching photographs, and commenting
on or correcting other users’ POI, which takes their contribution towards the Level 2 participation
(Haklay 2013) that entails interpretation and thinking beyond simple classification.
Crowdsourcing participants are often motivated by social capital gain within a user-community
(Lietsala and Sirkkunen 2008: 84; Murzyn-Kupisz and Działek 2013). Although the YLE crowdsourcing
users were anonymous, many showcased their historical and expert knowledge. Lietsala and Sirkku-
nen (2008: 84) argued that self-satisfaction and self-esteem provide enough incentive for contribut-
ing anonymously, even without guarantees that data will be used. Since numerous CSDB entries rely
on local knowledge, improving or changing the (cultural) status of personally important places pro-
vided motivation for taking part in this crowdsourcing (Olsson 2010).
CSDB entries also allow alternative counter-heritage perspectives (Waterton and Watson 2015),
which contrast with authorized views on heritage. At the moment the twentieth century conflict heri-
tage sites have limited state-sanctioned recognition as heritage and the NBA mostly labels them



































under the vague title of ‘other cultural heritage sites’. Some stakeholders have exemplarily chosen to
recognize and protect a wider array of sites on their own lands than the NBA, taking into account also
the intangible heritage (Taivainen 2013).
There are potentially borrowable concepts related to user activity and motivations emerging from
the CSDB which can provide guidance when planning or evaluating heritage (and other) crowdsour-
cing activities (see Howe 2008: 280–88):
1. Crowdsourcing forum: The YLE website reaches a wide audience from diverse backgrounds. Reach-
ability and user-profile of the website directs the participatory user-profiles.
2. User-interface: The YLE user-interface was very simple and straightforward. If user-interface is
user-friendly, people are more likely to contribute at least in Level 1–2 citizen science
engagement.
3. Portraying the subject: YLE journalists’ emphasis on WWII appears to have directed user-entries.
Introductory articles direct user behaviour, as people tend to mark analogous sites to given
examples.
4. Promoting endeavours: Subsequent YLE articles were each mirrored by raised user-activity.
Dynamic promotion, such as press releases and/or social media activity, significantly increase par-
ticipation and data, even from contributors who would not otherwise participate.
5. Pride of place: Numerous CSDB entries are based on local knowledge and folklore. Promoting per-
sonally important places appears to be a strong motivation at least for Finnish users (Välimäki
2011).
6. ‘Law of the vital few’: Numerous CSDB entries were apparently made by the same users based
on their spatio-temporal and thematic distribution and phrasing. Individual, enthusiastic con-
tributors often provide most of the data (Bonacchi et al. 2014; Chrons and Sundell 2011), and
thus distort the data. If crowdsourcing is anonymous these users should be spotted when
evaluating the data (e.g. with topic modelling) to detect potential (intentional or uninten-
tional) bias.
7. Anonymity: as shown by CSDB entries even anonymous users often exhibit their expert knowledge
and correct each other’s information. People may participate more easily when they can remain
anonymous, although users appear willing to authenticate themselves in more dedicated assign-
ments (perhaps through online games), which allows also detailed views on their demography
(Chrons and Sundell 2011). Authenticated users may also be motivated to gain social and cultural
capital within their user-community.
8. Gamification: Recent critics have questioned gamification but in more time-consuming tasks it
might encourage people to participate. Different gaming platforms might be needed to motivate
people with diverse impetuses (Randall 2015).
Following the YLE initiative described here, I launched a similar effort in our ongoing ‘Lapland’s Dark
Heritage’ project, which has so far gained over 300 public entries.16 I will use this data further to
analyse and evaluate PGIS user activity and motivations in heritage crowdsourcing. So far, this
new data has revealed interesting perceptions of Finnish conflict heritage, which I aim to compare
to the counter-heritage perspectives apparent in the CSDB. I also plan to cultivate user data in
both projects by developing a public user-interface with browsable entries (but generalized locations
to discourage treasure hunters). We plan to use a specially designed mobile mapping application and
the help of volunteer fieldworkers, and thus learn how to deal with multiple public perceptions,
including false memories and fringe historical issues, that relate to both tangible, intangible and
natural heritage. This will also enable us to field-test the usability of the datasets for site protection,
monitoring, research and land-use planning. Altogether we hope to open up fresh viewpoints on the
differences between public perceptions and state-recognized heritage, and also allow practical sug-
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land’s WWII German Materialities within Interdisciplinary Perspective’ (Academy of Finland, decision no. 275497).
Notes
1. ‘Authorised heritage discourse’ refers to the hegemonic, typically Western and Eurocentric, perspectives which
direct archaeological theory and practice, heritage management and interpretation, and engagements with
the public (Smith 2006).
2. Data journalism refers to a wide range of computer-assisted approaches to data collecting, manipulation, analysis,
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7. Applying computing to tackle humanistic questions (Burdick et al. 2012).
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